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Give a summary without spoilers!
This movie is based on a true story about a teenage video game racer who goes from being forced into
working jobs with his father and dreaming of racing to not only making his dream of racing come true but
also defies all odds and becomes one of the best racers in the entire world.

What drew you to this film?
There aren't a lot of racing movies besides a few large series that exist so this really drew me in.

Did it remind you of something that you've previously watched or read?
This reminded me of how during Covid and the lockdown, Formula 1 racers were forced to race in a video
game. This showed how racing in video games and real life have some similarities and could give people
the possibility to make the transition between the two.

To whom would you recommend this film?
I would recommend this movie to anybody who is interested in racing, video games, or someone who
wants to watch a movie about someone achieving their dreams against all odds. This movie also is
somewhat emotional at times so if someone doesn't want an emotional movie this may not be the best
option.

Overall, did you like it and would you recommend it to others?
I loved this movie and would totally recommend it to others because of the realness this movie gave. This
makes sense because it is based off of a true story and also there were parts in the movie that were very
intriguing and really draw you in.

Anything else that you would like to add to this review? What made you choose
it? Did you like the cover? Was it recommended to you? Did you find it at the
library?
Great movie, should watch. This movie may not interest everyone but if interested in racing it is a must.
Didn't find this movie in the library but still is a great watch..


